
1. The discovery of God’s voice is not an event but a an ongoing journey of fear, wonder,    

    struggles and desires. Which word relates to you most and why? Turn over and Identify the  

    puzzle pieces in your Journey.


2. A vision begins with a complaint or a concern. Write these two words down and in each    

    column jot down your specifics that you feel are part of your life now in relation to the words.


3. Take some of the identified pieces in your life and jot out a sentence or paragraph starting  

    with “ WHAT IS and follow it by WHAT SHOULD BE”  Use your imagination to create a 

    VISION that you would like to see in the area of tension, concern or complaint.


4.  Do you have areas or pieces of your puzzle that seem silent. Write that out


5.  How has the silence made you feel?


6.  How have you dealt with certain pieces in your puzzle in the past?


7.  How does it make you feel personally when God says “YOU WILL BE UTTERLY AMAZED?”


8.  Write out some of the words Habakkuk uses in chapter one to depict the character of God. 

     For each word How has God revealed himself to you in the past?


9.  Have you been crying out in certain areas of your life? List your areas of deep anguish. 

     Sometimes its hard to turn over these puzzle pieces. Writing it out is a great place to start.


10. Now take those pieces and write out a simple prayer to God asking Him to help you see a 

      picture from His perspective for certain puzzle pieces in your life. Sit quiet and see if you 

      receive words, images or thoughts. Jot down what comes to mind.


11. Give yourself permission to complain, cry out and feel frustrated. Please be sure to also put     

      it on paper.


12. Why don’t you do something?’ It is a question we all ask from time to time is it not? It    

     was a question that was asked quite frequently by some of God’s ‘stars’ in the 

     Bible and it is one that you have no doubt asked when faced with extended 

     periods of difficulty and uncertainty. Can You list those times.



